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Sarah O'Brien is alive because of the pact she and her brother made twelve years ago â€” James

will protect her from their violent father if she promises to never leave him. For years, she's watched

James destroy his life to save hers. If all he asks for in return is her affection, she'll give it

freely.Until, with a tiny kiss and a broken mind, he asks for more than she can give.Sam Donavon

has been James' best friend â€” and the boy Sarah's had a crush on â€” for as long as she can

remember. As their forbidden relationship deepens, Sarah knows she's in trouble. Quiet, serious

Sam has decided he's going to save her. Neither of them realize James is far more unstable than

her father ever was, or that he's not about to let Sarah forget her half of the pact . . .
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Where to start.I found the author wrote a solid story of conditioning, self hatred, and love.The story

is Flawed in so many ways. I do like the way we were able to see how the main characters (siblings)

were conditioned from a young age. The relationships Sarah and James have (siblings) is



somewhat extreme. They're both forced into a life where fists talk, and derogatry words are spoken

filled with hate and malice. They have no one but each other. It's easy to see why their relationship

was as it was written.I did find Sarah to be irking on the side of irritating at times, but I had to keep

reminding myself how she's a teenage girl, who's lead a life filled with hatred. Females tend to put

themselves down as it is, so being in an environment of hate and violence would make anyone think

they're not worthy of love.I did struggle with James' character, however the age old saying of

'monkey see monkey do' kept playing in my mind as I was reading him. Violence is what he grew up

on, so it was understandable that was the path he took. I do wish we saw a softer side to him.Sam

is a character who tried his best to save a situation which most peoples nightmares are made of. I

liked him, but I didn't love him. He was a good kid, but I feel as like I wanted him to do more than he

did.As for the ending, I knew that was going to happen the moment we were introduced to what

James purchases. I did expect that ending. I would've let my thirteen year old read this, if it didn't

have the amount of sex in it. I found it somewhat cliche with the 'make me forget' scenes. I wish the

author would've written it differently.All in all, a story I would allow anyone over the age of 16 to

read. Not because of the content or the basis of the storyline, but because of the amount of sex

scenes.

**little bit of spoilers** This is definitely a different book for me. But i could not put it down! I knew the

ending from a mile away (based on other reviews) and also just from the book in general. But the

ending still hit me like a freight train and i burst into tears! I was hoping the whole time for a happy

ending with the characters i love but at the same time the ending works but it wouldn't be my first

choice! Its still a interesting read but definitely dark! I think the characters will stay with me for a long

time.

This book grabs your attention and holds it till the very end. The author makes you feel each and

every one of the character's emotions throughout the book. I absolutely loved it. The main

character, Sarah is so the kind of character that you'll love at some points in the book, but other

times she'll irritate you with some of her decisions. The ending will make you both sad and happy.

Over all, I highly recommend this book.

The book started off with an interesting beginning but as it progressed it sometimes felt like an

amateur fan fiction rather than an actual published book. Some of the characters, especially the

protagonist, were very confusing in their thoughts and decisions. I often times found myself feeling



aggravated by this protagonist who either faked knowing what she wanted or was written in such a

sloppy way in which the reader could not decipher the character though it was written in first person

point of view.

One of the best books I've ever read! Dark and twisty with flesh-and-blood characters, this is one to

pick up immediately!

Oh my gosh! What can i say about this book except that its awesome!!! The ending was totally not

what i was expecting. But that made it so much better. The characters were perfect. The book was

written perfect. Everything was perfect. Read read read!! I cant put enough emphasis that you need

to read!! I seriously picked this book up and did not put it down. I literally styed up until 3am to finish

reading this book.

Flawed is one of those books that are just so grittily real that you feel connected to each of the

characters. You cheer for them, you cry with them, you can't help but love them and all their flaws.

100% recommendation

This story takes you down a very bumpy road. It makes you feel every emotion on the scale. And

then it's done and you're left, gasping and crying.
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